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ALL STAR MOTIVATION = FREEDOM
There are thousands of articles telling you why running your own business is hard and the pitfalls 
that come with being an entrepreneur. Today I want to talk to you about why you should want to run 
your own All Star Motivation distribution company and the benefits you will have. One article cer-
tainly won’t right the balance, but for the benefit of those who are thinking of plunging into the en-
trepreneur life and running a business of their own, here is a summary of the benefits of owning your 
own business.  When you own your own All Star Motivation distribution business:

1) You’re the one in control.  Yep, the be your own boss thing is pretty great. I should lie to you and 
tell you that that means that no one tells you what to do, but people (customers, promoting owners, 
managers) will still tell you what to do all the time (and on bad days, might even tell you where to go, 
too).  The good news is that when you own your own business, you don’t have to do what they tell you 
(most of the time) we still want you to do what we taught you. The truth is if you do things will hap-
pen fast if you don’t well then you won’t have the results but you have choices and you get to make 
the decisions.

2) You get to build something.  From one kid who loved Legos to another, you know how satisfying 
it is to finish building something.  That is our experience with all of you running your own locations.  
We gave you all the tools you needed to run and build a successful business.  Watching you prosper, 
watching you turn it into something is our greatest reward.  Now if you could just try beating us con-
sistently we would be really happy.  

3) You get to help people.  This happens on multiple platforms.  First you get to help the people who 
become your dealers, then managers and eventually distribution owners.  You get to watch someone 
you taught and spent effort on flourish.  Second, you get to offer customers an awesome product at an 
affordable price.  Building that fan base and customer base is very rewarding and super profitable.  
Finally, you help people by creating work opportunities in your communities and being good commu-
nity citizens.
       CONTINUED ON THE TIPS PAGE>>>>>



4) You have the option of a more flexible lifestyle.  I call this the freedom effect.  Freedom 
is my favorite part of running my own business.  Trust me this is the hardest part to get to 
but once you do it is so refreshing.  If you plan on really running a successful distribution 
location plan on working 7 days a week 12-15 hours a day in the beginning.  Its hard work 
and long hours but if you do it right at the start and you really build something you find you 
have more time to live the dream.  Vacations, Travel, family time, you name it you can do it.  
Build your staff, build your business and enjoy your time.  It’s awesome!

5) Money!  Money is the one thing we all need.  The beauty of All Star Motivation is that 
money is so easy to make here.  All you need is motivation, determination, and a will to work 
harder than everyone else.  I will use our President as the main example because before he 
started All Star Motivation he had money.  I emphasis had because he used it all to start his 
dream.  He wanted to make a product he was proud of and he did.  He was down to $800 in 
his bank account.  In just a few years he bought a Maserati, a beautiful 5-bedroom home, 
replaced every dollar he took from his investments, and retirement.  Fast forward to 8 years 
later he has a “G” Wagon, a Ferrari, and just bought a million-dollar house.  So I would say 
he is going to be okay.  The beauty of it all so can you.  You just have to have the same desire 
and the same determination and the world is yours! 

These and more are just a few of the benefits of the All Star Motivation Training program.  
So if you are reading this and you hate where you are right now then call your local All Star 
Motivation distribution center and get started today.  We have locations in Las Vegas, Neva-
da, Phoenix, Arizona, Grand Prairie, Texas, Garland, Texas, Baton Rouge, Louisiana, and 
New Orleans, Louisiana.  You can also find us at allstarmotivation.com 

If you are already in the training program or a manager in the training program my advice 
to you is to stop messing around and get promoted.  The sky is the limit when you are your 
own boss.  There is nothing out there as easy as All Star Motivation to make every dream 
you have come true.  It is all up to you, let us show you the way to your own success.--E

#5 Steven & Za’Kee                 
           Grand Prairie, TX

 #4 T-Mac Moffitt
       TEMPE, AZ

#6 FERNANDO CERVANTES           
Phoenix, AZ

#3 SILVERTOOTH & ANAIS

#1 BILLY, EDUB, CHAD, 
ERIN & MISHELLE

#7  JayFresh, Donnie
 OKC, Oklahoma 

 OutLaws--707
Region--1553

#2   Pierre Ledford            
    Dallas, TX

OP OUTLAWS--300

P.U.R.E. Finesse 
OUTLAWS--101

RHINO UP--250

MAXX OUTLAWS--130 BOSS OUT OUTLAWS--

ENUFF OUTLAWS-



Za’Kee Saleem
   T-MAC MOFFITT    MAXX OUTLAWS    3,455 PTS
  FERNANDO CERVANTES  ENUFF OUTLAWS    1,815 PTS      
     

  
 BILLY, EDUB, CHAD   OG OUTLAWS                  54,300 PTS

 SILVERTOOTH & ANAIS   RHINO UP              12,970 PTS

 PIERRE LEDFORD    BOSS OP OUTLAWS   5,960 PTS
 DERRECK CONVERSE   OUTLAWS     4,180 PTS
 STEVEN STROTHER   PURE FINESSE OUTLAWS BOSS  3,570 PTS
 T-MAC MOFFITT    MAXX DEAL OUTLAWS   3,455 PTS
 ZA’KEE SALEEM    BOSS PURE FINESSE OUTLAWS  3,170 PTS
 MARIA WONG    GUNSLINGER OUTLAWS   2,890 PTS
 BRENDON MITCHELL   OP OUTLAWS     2,680 PTS
 MARK FERNANDEZ   OUTLAWS     2,565 PTS
 AARON TOLZMANN   OUTLAWS     2,255 PTS

 JAYFRESH JOHNSON   BOSS, BOSS OUT OUTLAWS  1,920 PTS
 MIKE MORGAN    RHINO UP     1,830 PTS
 FERNANDO CERVANTES   ENUFF OUTLAWS    1,815 PTS
 ANGEL VILLANUEVA   RHINO UP     1,800 PTS
 NICK ARCE     RHINO UP     1,690 PTS
 ERIC SMALLS    OP OUTLAWS    1,470 PTS
 SHANE WHITE    PURE FINESSE OUTLAWS  1,320 PTS
 ASHTON PERKINS    OP OUTLAWS    1,315 PTS
 ANTHONY TITTLE   OUTLAWS     1,270 PTS
 LEXUS HURTADO    ENUFF OUTLAWS    1,040 PTS
 
 DANA HARRIS      RHINO UP          740 PTS
 DUSTIN PHILLIPS    RHINO UP          640 PTS
 EJAY PARKS     BOSS OUT          530 PTS
 CARLOS CLARK     OUTLAWS          510 PTS
 CEDRIC TERRY     MAXX DEAL OUTLAWS         360 PTS
 BRANDON HENRY    RHINO UP          300 PTS
 NIGEL PORTER     OUTLAWS          290 PTS
 BECKY GARRETT    RHINO UP          270 PTS
 TYLER HENERY     OUTLAWS          250 PTS
 MYCHAEL WALKER    OUTLAWS          250 PTS
 TREVOR STEWART    RHINO UP          240 PTS
 LORRAINE MORENO    MAXX OUTLAWS         110 PTS
 CHASE WEISS     RHINO UP                       80 PTS
 

   



1st of 
month 

mee Ar-

CHAD MILLER    VP OUTLAWS    105

PIERRE LEDFORD    BOSS OP OUTLAWS    91

MISHELLE ULRICHS    OUTLAWS STAFF     71
MYCHAEL WALKER    OUTLAWS      70
MARIA WONG     GUNSLINGER OUTLAW   70
T-MAC MOFFITT     BOSS MAXX OUTLAWS   70

BRENDON MITCHELL    OP OUTLAWS     62
AARON TOLZMANN    OUTLAWS      60
ANTHONY TITLE    OUTLAWS      60
MARK FERNANDEZ    OUTLAWS      60
LORRAINE MORENO    MAXX OUTLAWS    60
ASHTON PERKINS    OP OUTLAWS     60

REBECCA GARRETT    RHINO UP      57
STEVEN STROTHER    BOSS PURE FINESSE OUTLAWS  54
ERIC SMALLS     OP OUTLAWS     51

DERRECK CONVERSE    OUTLAWS      48
ZA’KEE SALEEM     BOSS PURE FINESSE OUTLAWS  47
DANA HARRIS     RHINO UP      45
TYLER HENRY     OUTLAWS      44
MIKE MORGAN     RHINO UP      43
ANGEL VILLANUEVA    RHINO UP      40
NICK ARCE     RHINO UP      40

This is our new Hall of Fame section!  Can you 
beat these All Stars?  

We got lot’s of room for you so you need to bring 
it!!!

Who will be he next 

AP Perkins Birthday

1st of the month 
meeting!

  
USMC 
Birthday

USMC BIRH

OWNERS IT IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY 
TO GET ME YOUR PEOPLES BIRTH-
DAYS!  I’M I MISSING SOMEONE????

1.   All Star Motivation 
Building Record 2,185 Bottles

Billy, E & Chad 04-10-2010

 1.  Las Vegas, Nevada City Record 
2,309 Bottles Billy, E, Chad, Pierre 

& JayFresh 03-16-2016

Billy Nolan, Kaliq Beardon & Mark 
Fernandez 3 Man Road Crew

354 Bottles 3-10-18

ANAIS HERRERA 4 Man Crew 
473 Bottles

BILLY NOLAN 6 Man Crew
630 Bottles

1.  JAYFRESH JOHNSON
Most individual sales one week

232 Bottles

TOP OFFICE & CITY SALES___TOP ROAD CREW LEADER___TOP INDIVIDUAL SALES

2.  BILLY NOLAN
231 BOTTLES

3.  ANAIS HERRERA
171 BOTTLES 

SHOULD YOU HAVE SOMEONE 
IN THIS SECTION?  CAN YOU 
BEAT SOMEONE IN THIS SEC-
TION?  ARE YOU WORTHY OF 
THE HOF?  SEND ME THE PROOF 
AND A PICTURE AND WE WILL 
GET THEM IN!!!  HOPE YOU LIKE 
THE NEW SECTION!!  

COME GET SOME!!!!!



701 we getMan oh Man 702!  We getting so close to 1000!  Great job out 
the whole OutLaw camp!  KB you lead a kick azz crew man.  
Kyle, Minah, Brendon and Taesia way to support the cause!  
Ashton on Point as well with another bad azz crew, with Za’Kee, 
Travis, AP, and Ashley, way to hold it down!  So proud of my 
camp and how hard everyone is jamming!  Remember Hard 
work pays off!  90% Grind 10% Rest is the key to the million-
aire safe!  Lets get it!!!!--Billy, Chad, Erin & Kristy

Great job this week squad!  Time to motivate all our new peo-
ple.  Monty and Greg step your game up!  Mishelle good job 
in the office this week.  1000 is on the way!!  Here we come for 
that #1 spot!!--JayFresh & Mishelle

Here we go!  8 weeks till 2016, so we have 8 weeks to climb back 
to the top!  way to riche3s is the same as the road to success and 
that’s up!--2th

Classy Mother F’N Hustlers!  Very proud of all of you!  Mark 
had his best day this week, 21 bottles!  T-Mac 53 in the of-
fice, killing ‘em!  Now we about to go outta town and beast 
out again!  Let’s keep that momentum rolling!!  #Keepit-
Classy!--Anais, T-Mac & Mark

Great job this week squad!  Time to motivate all our 
new people.  Monty and Greg step your games up!  
Mishelle good job in the office this week.  100 is on 
the way!!  here we come to that #1 spot!!--JayFresh 
& Mishelle

Great job this week squad!  Time to motivate all our new people!  
Monty and Greg step your game up!  Mishelle good job in the 
office this week.  100 0 is on the way!!  Here we come #1 spot!!!--
JayFresh & Mishelle

Erin got that new Whip!!!
Great Job Office Manager!!!!

Saying I have the best staff is an understatement!  Way to go Chad Miller and Mishelle Ulrichs!  I can always 
count on you two delivering what is needed when you go on crew!  Great job Erin on helping me recruit some 
awesome new people this week!  Four brand new All Stars on Crew this week!  That’s is why I stress to all you 
running a distribution center to build a quality staff.  When they are on the same mission I am we produce better 
people, more sales, and an enthusiastic environment.  Proud of you two!  We got some awesome new people who 
killed it their first week!  Now time to finish those 100’s!  Let’s get it Elijah and Abdiel!  You got this!  Who is next 
to open their doors?  Time to get on the grind!  We are coming into the best season of the year!  Get right or get 
left!  #VegasStrong #AllStarStrong!--Billy, Chad, Erin and Mishelle

Ok we made some shit happen on crew and getting these btls gone promoting the great name. Now its time for 
the next level, we got 1 more solid week of building on crew then we are back to the normal schedule baby recruit 
train recruit train. We’ve been keeping it consistent with our same average but we gotta push harder in order to 
reap the benefit. All we have to do is train and replace ourselves and we are rolling baby, new people are new life 
blood so let’s get prepped and ready to get the new additions rolling. We all got things we need to work so let’s 
fix those flaws and start working on a flawless victory. The whole south is ours and the opportunity to blow it up 
stands right in front of us, training, crews, setting the example, and getting these results is all a part of the recipe. 
Lets put our strengths to work and kill the game the way It should be killed out here. We know what it takes so 
let’s put that 90% Grind and 10% Effort to use and get the South All-Star’d out the game!--Pierre

Not what we expected this week, but still making it happen! When adversities come your way, push threw them, 
don’t let them break you! ... 2th & Classy

Maximum Motivation is making moves!!! Stacking Money so we can make bigger moves!!! Shout out the Lady 
Shark for another great week!!! Got Silk back and he’s ready for action!! We like the Three amigos and we bout 
to dominate the city!! Then we taking over the world!!!--T-Mac

FELT GOOD GETTING BACK TO RECRUITING!! NOW WE MUST CONTINUE OUR ROUTINE. WHEN 
THINGS ARE ROUGH IN LIFE, WE HAVE 2 CHOICES, PUSH AND CONTINUE THE PATH, OR QUIT!! 
WE’RE GOING TO KEEP MOBBIN!! JUST ADDED TO THE MOB, OK START FOR STEVE AND KEE, 
NOW LETS ADD MORE. SHANE WHAT HAPPENED??? NO EXCUSES, WE’RE ALL GOING TO DO BET-
TER! MOTIVATION MOBBIN!!!!--Za’Kee & Steve

NEW CAR ALERT 🚨 First week in a real office recruiting “Hire in masses, teach them in classes, and kick them  
      on their asses.” Practice makes better never perfect, so go get 
      better like a All$tar does! HUSTLE! @ENUFFmotivation - 
      Fernando & Ivy


